Quality, safety, comfort. Worldwide.
On 1st January 2016 a major new company was born. DexKo Global Inc brought together
AL-KO’s Vehicle Technology division and Dexter Axle, to become a global leader in highly
engineered trailer running gear components and systems.
Words Terry Owen
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AL-KO locations and distribution partners
Locations of the Dexter Axle Company
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From village smithy to global market leader

t was all a far cry from 1931 when a
23-year-old locksmith called Alois Kober took over a locksmith’s shop in
Großkötz in the Bavarian region of Germany.
From those humble beginnings AL-KO has
grown into the global brand it is today. It’s
a fascinating story, far too long to describe
here, but suffice to say that the company
we see today has been founded on innovation, acquisitions, gaining new markets and
constant additions to the product portfolio.
However, there is one quality above all that
has made this happen, and that is technical
and production excellence. Nowhere can this
better be seen than at AL-KO’s new technology centre at Kötz - one of the finest of its

type. Here, in an uncluttered environment
away from the factory, AL-KO engineers design, develop and test the latest cutting-edge
technology for the industry. Whole vehicle,
component systems, rolling test bench, axle
testing and more all take place here. It was
also here that the AAA self-adjusting brake
was finally perfected - a first for an auto-reversing trailer brake. AL-KO prides itself on
its testing excellence and, having spent two
days at the centre, the author can vouch for
the quality of the work undertaken and the
dedication of the staff. The rolling road test
bench is capable of giving any trailer the ride
of its life. Sealed away in a special room for
safety, tests can be observed through thick

Harald Hiller, CEO AL-KO Vehicle Technology:
“The fact that a global corporation has emerged
from these humble roots is also because we are
constantly aware of what our identity represents
and what values the company has always embodied: quality, innovation in product and process as
well as reliability and sustainability in our internal
and external customer relations.
That is the basis of our pursuit for sustainable
growth and market leadership in our business
divisions.”
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glass windows. Of course, in the case of
an RV, it’s not just the axle and chassis that
get tested but the whole bodyshell, as the
vibrations do their best to shake everything
to bits. Another area in the technology centre is given over to hydraulic testing. Here
computer-controlled apparatus exerts forces
on chassis and running gear components, including towbar assemblies, simulating many
years of hard use. Components may be subject to millions of cycles or aged quickly to
destruction, depending on what is needed.
Chassis technology leads the way
A key area of AL-KO’s expertise lies in chassis design. Strong, lightweight and durable
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sums up the physical attributes but it’s the
value that an AL-KO chassis can add that
really makes a difference, particularly with
motorhomes. Here AL-KO’s involvement
goes back to 1980 since when it has worked
with Fiat, Peugeot, Citroen, Mercedes Benz,
Volkswagen and Renault to engineer a lightweight, low height chassis perfectly suited
for motorhome use. Compared to the standard chassis offered with the base vehicle,
AL-KO’s alternatives offer a number of key
benefits for motorhome conversions. These
include less weight, a higher loading capacity, improved driving comfort, a lower entry
and overall vehicle height (up to 220mm),
optimised axle load distribution and more
flexibility for better internal layout. Last, but
not least, hot dip galvanising offers the ultimate in corrosion protection. The chassis are
married to cabs at a purpose-built factory
at Ettenbeuren some 10 km from Kötz, and
four other factories across the world.
Caravan components
Touring caravans benefit from the modular,
lightweight vario range of chassis. By means
of a series of overlapping bolt holes these
allow OEM’s to fine tune the length of the
chassis to their exact requirements and also
allow one chassis to serve several models.
The hexagon axle provides light weight and
robustness at an affordable cost. It is complemented with a market leading over-run
braking system.
Caravan chassis are designed to accept ALKO’s extensive range of premium accessories
including ATC stability control, AKS stabilisers and the AL-KO secure wheel locks. ALKO has manufacturing plants in Germany,
England, France, Austria, Australia, Romania
and Italy and prides itself on scalability and
reliability in the logistics chain, being able to
offer product quantities from ten to tens of
thousands.
Not only RV’s
Although those in our industry tend to associate AL-KO just with the RV market it’s important to remember that it has a significant
involvement in other areas too. One is light
commercial vehicles, providing chassis alter-

AL-KO brands
‘Safety, comfort and joy’ are AL-KO’s bywords for its
brand . ‘We love quality, we live quality.’ AL-KO Vehicle Technology is dedicated to improving the lives of its
customers and delivering ‘QUALITY FOR LIFE’.
Outstanding construction, extreme robustness, and
high longevity combined with more than 90 years of
experience in towing hitches and coupling components.

An extremely dynamic and innovative company, making a major contribution to the success of hydraulic lifting support systems in the leisure vehicle market.
Specialist in carrier systems for carrying bicycles, scooters, motorcycles, etc. The brand stands for expertise,
innovation, premium
service and mobility. All products
QUALITY FOR LIFE
are of the very best quality and produced in Germany.
“Made in Germany” at its best.

QUALITY FOR LIFE

Technology with its main focus on couplings, jockey
wheels and fittings. Winterhoff’s renowned quality is
based on many years of experience, modern manufacturing techniques and perfect quality management It
guarantees exceptional value for money.
natives and body solutions for Fiat, Peugeot,
Citroen, Mercedes and Volkswagen.
A good example of this is the first electrically-operated refrigerated vehicle in the 3.5
tonne class in Scandinavia. The new vehicle
is the all-electric e-transporter eCab, developed jointly by AL-KO Vehicle Technology
and the e-mobility expert ABT. It is based on
a Volkswagen T6 cab with a modified ALKO lightweight chassis with fully integrated
batteries.
Another is shock absorbers for a wide variety
of vehicle types. The company is the market
leader of pneumatic suspension systems in
Europe. AL-KO VT is also involved in plastic thermoforming, having its own in house
mould making shop. Based at Ichenhausen,
just 6 km from Kötz, it is one of the largest
thermoforming companies in Germany.

Global reach
In getting to where it is today AL-KO has
grown enormously, not just through organic means but also through acquisitions.
These have broadened AL-KO’s portfolio
and added expertise in new but relevant
areas. Significant milestones along the way
include the acquisitions of Sawiko, Bradley
Doublelock, BPW Fahrzeugtechnik, E&P Hydraulics and Winterhoff, to name some of
the more significant ones (see panel).
Of course, the biggest single change came
with the merger of AL-KO Vehicle Technology with Dexter Axle of the USA on 1st January 2016 to form DexKo Global Inc. In its
specific market segment, the new company
became largest axle manufacturer in the
world with an annual turnover of more than
US$ 1 billion. Sensibly the two well-known
brand names have been maintained in their
respective markets. AL-KO Vehicle Technology continues to control the European and
non-American business from its headquarters in Kötz while Dexter Axle manages the
North-American business from Elkhart.
The new company is tightly focussed on
expanding its core business and will divest
non-core activities. For example, in 2016,
the Bowden cable division was sold off to
General Aerospace GmbH. The same year
DexKo Global expanded its Australian operations through the acquisition of Melbourne
Trailer and Caravan Supplies (MTCS). MTCS
is an Australian family-owned business and
supplier of caravan and trailer axles, leaf
springs and other trailer components, serv-
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nentry experience. It’s an unbeatable package and one on which AL-KO will forge its
future.
Harald Hiller concludes:
“As the president and CEO of AL-KO Vehicle
Technology, I am proud to continue in successfully shaping this development together
with the DexKo group top management and
our employees, and to convey our brand
promise of quality, safety and comfort for
our products and services to the world.”

AL-KO Vehicle Technology
milestones
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 5 million caravan chassis
270.000 chassis for motorhomes & lcv
850,000 AKS stabilisers
27 million axles
16 million overrun devices
2.625 million winches
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ing multiple market segments across Australia since 1968. More recently a new site
opened in Brazil for production and sales in
South America.
We can’t say where AL-KO will look next to
continue its expansion but the course has
been set and it will continue. The bottom
line is that customers worldwide now have
the widest possible choice of solutions and
expertise from a company with 87 years
(since 1931) of trailer and caravan compo-
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AL-KO’s new testing department in Kötz
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